A diagnostic test is any kind of medical test performed to determine the presence or absence of a disease when a subject shows signs or symptoms of the disease. Measures of diagnostic accuracy tell us about the ability of a test to discriminate between disease and health. There are many measures used to show the accuracy of the diagnostic test including sensitivity, specificity, etc. We calculate these measures in 2×2 table, comparing with gold standard and it is possible only when result of the gold standard as well as new test is dichotomous nature. Many diagnostic test results have continuous scale and for such variable a series of cutoff points for disease and corresponding measures of accuracy can be calculated using receiver operating characteristics curve. In this article, we have discussed the various measures of diagnostic accuracy and their computational methods commonly used to assess the performance of a diagnostic test.
area under the ROC curve, Youden's index, and diagnostic odds ratio (DOR). Different measures of diagnostic accuracy relate to the different aspects of diagnostic procedure, example some measures are used to assess the discrimination property of the test, others are used to assess its predictive ability. [2] In this article, we have discussed the measures of accuracy of diagnostic test as well as concept and application of ROC curve.
Measures of Diagnostic Accuracy Used
In the medical sciences, there are many measures used to calculate indices related to diagnostic accuracy are: sensitivity, specificity, false negative rate, false positive rate, overall accuracy, PPV, NPV, LR+, and LR−. Above discussed measures can be computed in 2×2 table by comparing gold standard. In some situation, our test variable is in continuous scale and computation by 2×2 table is not possible. To overcome of this problem, we used ROC curve analysis to find out a series of cutoff value of this continuous variable with corresponding measures of diagnostic accuracy. [3] Youden's index is a measure of diagnostic accuracy used to calculate using sensitivity and specificity of the test. DOR is also an important measure of a test to find out the chances of getting correct diagnosis compared to wrong diagnosis.
Introduction
A diagnostic test is used to determine the presence or absence of a disease when a subject shows signs or symptoms of the disease. A screening test identifies asymptomatic individuals who may have the disease. The diagnostic test is performed after a positive screening test to establish a definitive diagnosis. [1] Example there are many diagnostic test used to diagnose the disease: pap smear for cervical dysplasia or cervical cancer, fasting blood cholesterol for heart disease, fasting blood sugar for diabetes, etc. [1] Diagnostic accuracy relates to the ability of a test to discriminate between the disease and non-disease. This discriminative potential can be quantified by the measures of diagnostic accuracy such as true positive rate (sensitivity), true negative rate (specificity), positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), likelihood ratio positive (LR+), likelihood ratio negative (LR−),
False Positive Rate
The lack of ability of a test to identify non-disease person, when person does not has disease. In other words, it is proportion of incorrectly identified a person has disease, when that person does not have disease. In the Table 1 , diagnostic test A (gold standard) identified 60 disease free persons (b+d) whereas out of these disease free persons, test B correctly identified as disease free were 40 and rest 20 (b) persons were wrongly diagnosed as disease. So false positive rate of test B is b/(b+d) = 20/60 = 0.33.
Ideally for a good diagnostic test, false positive should be zero. For any diagnostic test, sum of specificity and false positive rate is always equal to 1.
Positive Predictive Value (PPV)
The proportion of correctly identify disease persons from out of total disease persons predicted by the test itself. In the Table 1 , diagnostic test B predicted 50 disease cases (a+b) whereas out of these prediction, correct prediction were 30(a). So PPV of test B is a/(a+b) = 30/50 = 0.60.
Negative Predictive Value (NPV)
The proportion of correctly identify disease free persons from out of total disease free persons predicted by the test itself. In the Table 1 , diagnostic test B predicted 50 disease free persons (c+d) while out of these prediction, correct prediction was 40(d). So NPV of test B is d/(c+d) = 40/50 = 0.80.
Ideally for a good diagnostic test, each of PPV and NPV should be 1 (or 100%) and it is possible only when false positive rate and false negative rate are zero.
In a situation, when 2×2 table is not given and only sensitivity, specificity, false positive rate, false negative rate and prevalence of disease are known. We can compute PPV and NPV of the test using following formula:
where p = prevalence, q = 1−p.
Overall Accuracy
Diagnostic accuracy (effectiveness) of a new test is a proportion of sum of the correctly identified disease cases and disease free persons with total number of persons available for screening. [5] In the Table 1 , correct predictions by test B were 30(a) and 40(d) among all subjects 100(n). So overall accuracy of test B is (a+d)/n = (30+40)/100 = 70/100 = 0.70
Ideally for a good diagnostic test, overall accuracy should be 1 (or 100%) and it is possible only when false negative and false positive are zero.
Discussion about Measures of Diagnostic Accuracy
In this article, we have discussed the measures of accuracy of the diagnostic test, with an hypothetical example: In a study of 100 suspected persons of tuberculosis (TB), 40 persons have been diagnosed as TB patients whereas rest 60 were identified as free of TB disease (healthy) using "diagnostic test A." Same persons were again investigated using another "diagnostic test B" which predicted that of 40 TB patients, only 30 have TB disease and in 60 TB free persons, only 40 were free from TB. If "diagnostic test A" is a gold standard, then accuracy of the diagnostic test B could be calculated using 2×2 table given as follows [ Table 1 ].
Gold Standard Test
The best available method for establishing the presence or absence of the target condition (disease). It is often invasive or expensive. [3] Using 2×2 tables, we compare the performance of the new test (usually less expensive) with the gold standard test. In the Table 1 , "Test A" is gold standard whereas "Test B" is the new test that accuracy has to be evaluated.
Sensitivity (True Positive Rate)
The ability of a test to identify disease in a person, when person has disease. [4] In other words, it is proportion of correctly identified disease cases out of true disease cases. In the Table 1 , diagnostic test A (gold standard) identified 40 disease cases (a+c) whereas of these disease cases, test B could be correctly identified as disease were 30 (a). So sensitivity of test B is a/(a+c) = 30/40 = 0.75.
False Negative Rate
The lack of ability of a test to identify disease in a person, when person has disease. In other words, it is proportion of missed disease cases, out of true disease cases. In the Table 1 , diagnostic test A (gold standard) identified 40 disease cases (a+c) whereas out of these disease cases, test B identified 30 disease cases and missed disease cases were 10(c). So false negative rate of test B is c/(a+c) = 10/40 = 0.25.
Ideally for a good diagnostic test, false negative should be zero. For any diagnostic test, sum of sensitivity and false negative rate is always equal to 1.
Specificity (True Negative Rate)
The ability of a test to correctly identify a person as disease free, when person has no disease. [4] In other words, it is proportion of correctly identified disease free persons out of true disease free persons. In the Table 1 , diagnostic test A (gold standard) identified 60 disease free persons (b+d) whereas out of these disease free persons, test B, correctly identified as disease free people were 40 (d). So specificity of test B is d/(b+d) = 40/60 = 0.67.
Likelihood Ratio Positive (LR+)
Probability of an individual with the disease having the positive test result (sensitivity) w.r.t. probability of an individual without the disease having the positive test result (false positive). In other words, likelihood ratio positive (LR+) is ratio of sensitivity with false positive rate. In the Table 1 , LR+ is sensitivity/ false positive rate = 0.75/0.33 = 2.27.
Likelihood Ratio Negative (LR-)
Probability of an individual with the disease having a negative test result (false negative) w.r.t. probability of an individual without the disease having a negative test result (specificity). In other words, likelihood ratio negative (LR-) is ratio of false negative rate with specificity. In the Table 1 , LR-is false negative rate/specificity = 0.25/0.67 = 0.37.
For a good diagnostic test, LR+ should be >1 and LR− should be <1. The higher LR+, the test is more indicative of a sensitive for disease and their positive result has a significant contribution to the diagnosis. The lower LR-, test is more significant contribution of specificity of the test.
Youden's Index
Youden's index is one of the measures for diagnostic accuracy. It is also a global measure of a test performance, used for the evaluation of overall discriminative power of a diagnostic procedure and for comparison of this test with other tests. [6] Youden's index is calculated using given formula. where sensitivity and specificity expressed in proportion (not in percentage). For a test with poor diagnostic accuracy, Youden's index is equals 0 and in a perfect test, Youden's index is equal to 1. Youden's index is not sensitive for differences in the sensitivity and specificity of the test, which is its main disadvantage. Example, a test with sensitivity 0.8 and specificity 0.6 has the same Youden's index (0.4) as a test with sensitivity 0.7 and specificity 0.7.
Diagnostic odds ratio (DOR)
DOR is also one measure for diagnostic accuracy, used for estimation of discriminative power of a diagnostic test and also for the comparison of diagnostic accuracy between two or more diagnostic tests. DOR of a test is the ratio of the two odds, that is, odd of the disease in subjects in positive group (odd of the true positive with false positive) w.r.t. Odd of the disease in subjects in negative group (odd of the false negative with true negative). [7] In the Table 1 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve ROC curves are used in medicine to determine all possible cutoff value for a clinical variable (continuous scale). [8] To construct a ROC curve, minimum required data are continuous variable for which cutoff value to be obtained and corresponding binary outcome of the disease (like present/absent). Through the ROC curve analysis, we could get all possible cutoff points of the continuous scale variable with corresponding diagnostic accuracy. In ROC curve [ Figure 1 ], we plot a graph between false positive rate (1-specificity) on the x-axis and sensitivity on the y-axis. [9] The shape of a ROC curve and the area under the curve (AUC) helps us to estimate the discriminative power of a test. The AUC can have any value between 0 and 1 and it is a good indicator of the goodness of the test. The larger AUC is located to upper-left hand corner where sensitivity = 1, specificity = 1, and test showing the best discriminating power between diseased and non-diseased. If test sensitivity is equally proportion to false positive, test is called useless (i.e. sensitivity = false positive rate), that is curve is at diagonal line. Test is called just opposite discriminating power between disease/non-disease, when ROC curve is at right bottom corner (false negative rate = 1, false positive rate = 1). A perfect diagnostic test has an AUC = 1.0 and just opposite discrimination, AUC = 0, whereas a nondiscrimination test has an AUC = 0.5.
Conclusion
Diagnostic accuracy is a method to evaluate as well as to check validity of a diagnostic test. It is important part of the medicine where we check the presence/absence of a particular disease before providing its treatment. Through a correct diagnosis, we can ensure that all the patients would be identified as disease while healthy persons would be identified as non-disease. In case of wrong diagnosis, results are to missing disease as well as falsely diagnosis of disease. To correctly identifying the disease, Sensitivity, LR+ and PPV should be maximum and false negative rate minimum. To correctly identifying the non-disease from non-disease persons, specificity and NPV should be maximum whereas LR− and false positive rate minimum. ROC curve which is visual representation of the accuracy of the diagnostic test is compare using its AUC. For a good test, AUC should be 1 whereas for useless test as well as just opposite discrimination of disease/non-disease, AUC are 0.5 and 0.0, respectively. Recent developments in ROC methodology provide a wide range of statistical tools to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of biomarkers. As technologies advance, there is a critical window of time to harness and direct development of new diagnostics to benefit patients. The goal is not just to create more tests, but to develop rapid, reliable, accurate, simple tests that will reduce time to a diagnosis and truly improve the quality of care and patient outcomes while reducing health-care costs. [10] 
